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Reference: CABLESS11-VB-PARIME27TEBIA-L
EAN13: 8056813014163

            

Portable and rechargeable Cabless11 lamp with Drop light bulb and
lampshade
Finish: White
Light bulb: With bulb

Description

If you’re looking for a discreet and unique lamp to display in every corner of your home or workplace, Cabless11 is the
answer to your needs. This wireless lamp, operating at 5 volts and made from alder wood, comes complete with an
Impero mini lampshade.

What makes Cabless11 unique?

A number of details contribute to the uniqueness of this lamp, such ad the wooden base, available in various finishes,
or the Italian craft. The portable Cabless11 lamp is powered by a rechargeable battery (Li-ion 18650 included), which
makes it easy to use on a number of occasions and in many spots, from the balcony to the bedside table at home, to a
restaurant counter. Recharge it by connecting it to any wall charger, laptop or battery pack by using a simple USB-C
cable.

Structure and design of the Cabless11 lamp?
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With its elegant cone-shaped base, Cabless11 seamlessly fits into any environment. The base is available in painted or
classic wood,with a designer shade, or opt for the natural beauty of the wood grain. The Impero mini lampshade
completes the look, while the brass touch ignition button adds an extra touch of sophistication.

Is Cabless11 dimmable?

Of course. Adjust the different brightness levels by using the touch button. Brighter lighting for reading or writing, or
softer to wind down and relax.

Why choose the Cabless11 lamp with lampshade?

If you’re looking for a portable and versatile lamp, Cabless11 is the ideal choice, as the rechargeable battery and
interchangeable 5-volt light bulbs offer endless possibilities. The available finishes allow you to adapt the product to
any room and style. The Impero lampshade adds a classic yet timeless appearance. Cabless11 is also made in Italy, and
therefore is sure to guarantee excellence and quality.

Data Sheet

The portable and rechargeable LED Cabless11 lamp with lampshade is composed by:

Base for Cabless11 lamp in selected finish:

Measurements: Ø 100 mm, h 98 mm
Fitting: E27 max 4W
Nominal voltage: 5V
Class: III
CE Quality Mark

Average battery life: 12 hours with 3350 mAh battery
Charging time: 5 hours.
No need to remove the battery to recharge the base. Simply connect the cable to the USB-C port on the lamp itself.

Made in Italy

Impero mini lampshade in fabric.

Light bulb [BB-B02]: LED, clear, A60, 5V, 1,3W, 110Lm, 2500K, E27, Ø 60mm, h 108mm, dimmable

Attention:

Only compatible with E27 5 Volt light bulb (inclusa) e con batteria Li-ion 18650 (inclusa)
Charging accessories not included
Lamp bases may exhibit colour variations due to the natural wood grain and the artisanal craftsmanship of
the product. Differences in colour compared to what is shown on the website should be considered normal.
Not only do they not compromise the product's quality, but they also emphasize its uniqueness.
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